Abstract− − − − We consider a high speed integrated services network, and investigate compare and contrast the performance of two algorithms for solving the Aggregated Bandwidth Allocation (BA) problem. The algorithms we focus our attention are: (1) a classical constrained optimisation (CCO) algorithm and (2) a constrained optimisation Genetic Algorithm (GA). We adopt the Virtual Path (VP) concept for ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks as an example, but expect the findings to be equally applicable for other aggregated bandwidth allocation problems, such as in networks using MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching). We define a fair multiobjective criterion for maximisation of network throughput, based on a probability (density) function for bandwidth demand. We convert to single optimisation problem and study network topologies involving varying number of nodes. We compare throughput, fairness and time complexity of GA-BAVP and CCO-BAVP. The results on maximising the throughput obtained with GA-BAVP and CCO-BAVP are in close agreement, however when considering fairness GA-BAVP outperforms CCO-BAVP, especially for more complex topologies. Convergence of the two algorithms appears similar, with GA-BAVP outperforming CCO-BAVP in initial stages, and vice-versa for longer time scales. However as problem complexity increases the solution time for the Genetic Algorithm does not increase as fast as the classical constrained optimisation algorithm. A hybrid scheme is also introduced, combining the benefits of both algorithms. It exhibited better overall convergence rate but the same solution as CCO-BAVP. More work is needed to investigate the usefulness of GAs in larger network topologies, as well as to multiobjective bandwidth allocation problems.
INTRODUCTION
High speed Integrated Services Networks (ISNs), including recently proposed Internet architectures and ATM, aim to support various classes of multimedia traffic with different bit rates and quality of service requirements; thus traffic control and resource management are crucial in order to guarantee the desired grade of service. Several mechanisms are proposed in high speed integrated service networks to allocate resources and control traffic, such as bandwidth allocation, buffer management, call admission control, input rate regulation, routing, and queue scheduling. In order to minimise the complexity of resource allocation, aggregated bandwidth allocation has been suggested. For example, in order to simplify per-call resource management and routing in Asynchronous Transfer Mode based networks the Virtual Path (VP) concept was introduced [1] , [2] . A VP is a pre-established path between an Origin-Destination (OD) pair. A VP aggregates a number of Virtual Circuits (VCs), and can reserve bandwidth for a time span longer than the duration of a specific call. A primary objective of the VP concept was to facilitate fast and simple call setup with minimum signalling requirements, and allocate call bandwidth at the network edge, by considering only the allocated VP bandwidth. For Internet based networks, current trends are emerging to allocate bandwidth (to different classes and users), in order to support Quality of Service provision (see, for example, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] ). This despite the complexity introduced when compared with the current Internet best-effort model. The architecture of various proposed solutions differ in detail, but the underlying model is similar in the sense that network resources need to be allocated and policed. Aggregated bandwidth allocation, without the need for per-session signalling, is expected to be useful for traffic engineering in MPLS based Internet architectures [7, 8, 9] , as well as for the classical overlay (IP over ATM) model [7] . In this paper we focus on Asynchronous Transfer Mode based networks, but expect that the findings will also be applicable to the Internet models for aggregated bandwidth allocation to implement traffic engineering [6, 7, 8, 9] . Based on a general bandwidth demand function, derived from an appropriate probability (density) function, we aim to solve the VP bandwidth allocation problem. We firstly present an extension of the objective function used in [28] [29] to provide the bandwidth allocation problem with fairness between the VP's [10] , and then investigate a classical constrained optimisation and a Genetic Algorithm method to solve the single objective optimisation problem. We investigate the performance of CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP, for solving the Bandwidth Allocation for Virtual Paths problem, considering several network topologies (3 to 7 nodes, 2 to 42 ODs, 4 to 84 VPs). We also compare fairness and time complexity of the schemes. Here, we define "fairness" as the deviation of assigned capacity from the capacity required to give 95% satisfaction of utility function for each VP. In earlier works [11] , [12] , we reported on Evolutionary Programming (EP) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) based optimisation techniques for the solution of the BAVP (EP-BAVP and GA-BAVP) for the case of a 3-node and a 4-node network topology. In [11] we compared EP-BAVP with a classical constrained optimisation algorithm (CCO-BAVP) for a 3-node problem. We showed that EP-BAVP achieves the same throughput for the case of the sum and of the product of objective functions (worth noting that in [10] we showed that these are particular solutions of the multiobjective formulation). In [12] , we extended the problem to 4-node case and investigated further the behaviour of EP-BAVP, GA-BAVP and CCO-BAVP. We showed that GA-BAVP provides better performance than EP-BAVP, and similar performance with CCO-BAVP.
Several studies make use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) based techniques to solve network problems. The motivation behind GA's in nonlinear function optimisation problems is that the problem can be expressed as such that natural evolution, as reported, can provide an attractive paradigm for implementing general nonlinear searches [13] , [14] . Due to the broad applicability of GA techniques, a broad application domain exists in solving Telecommunication network problems [15] , [16] . Application examples include [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . Elbaum et al [24] use a GA to design the topology of Local Area Networks (LANs) and Ko et al [25] design Mesh Networks. Shimamoto et al [18] consider call blocking probability as a network constraint and apply GAs for network routing. Not many studies address aggregated bandwidth allocation. Some notable examples follow. Pan and Wang [17] code the traffic distribution to represent each chromosome, and use the average delay, derived from an M/M/1 queueing model, as an optimisation constraint to maximise bandwidth allocation. Taterdtid et al [19] , [20] address the network configuration problem (i.e obtain best path for each origin-destination pair), based on the VP concept. They use an M/M/1/K queueing model to derive the blocking probability and the total average packet delay as constraints to maximise total network throughput. Swaminathan et al [21] use GAs to predict the bandwidth-demand patterns to enable better VP management. Hybrid GA's have also been used; e.g. [22] , [23] investigate the effective management of isochronous channels in high speed networks. This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline the problem formulation, in section 3 the GA method is presented. In section 4 several problems are presented, and the solutions offered by the classical and GA methods are discussed. Finally, in section 5 we present our conclusions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION APPROACHES
A. Background Bandwidth Allocation for Virtual Paths (BAVP) aims to supply optimal bandwidth assignment to VPs by taking global network considerations into account. It is located at the higher levels of the control structure: the VP and network levels. It is therefore associated with a "slow" time scale in terms of minutes or tens of minutes. A number of approaches were proposed to solve the BAVP problem. For example, Gerla et al [26] developed an M/M/1 queuing model (assuming independence between the queues) for BAVP aimed at minimising total expected delays. Hui et al [27] formulated BAVP as a non-linear programming model which minimises total usage cost. Herzberg [28] , Herzberg and Pitsillides [29] proposed an alternative model for BAVP which uses a network carrier viewpoint and maximises total network throughput. Ohta and Sato [1] propose a state-dependent, dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme which reallocates bandwidth on a call-by-call basis, i.e. upon arrival of a new call request to a BAVP, and Mocci et al [30] use a periodic approach to reallocate bandwidth to VPs to maximise the network utilisation and achieve a desired call acceptance. The offered traffic in most is characterised by Poisson arrivals, exponential holding time distribution, and constant effective bandwidth. Note that a number of optimisation criteria can be incorporated to formulate a Multiobjective optimisation problem [31] that can also be hierarchically organised [32] . Examples of multiobjective formulations include [33] and [34] . Note that most multiobjective functions are converted to single objective to reduce (considerably) the problem complexity. Also, game theoretic concepts may be used to deal with other issues, such as conflicting objectives, or introducing fairness into the VP allocations [35] , [36] , [37] . For example, Lazar and co-workers [37] set up a non-cooperative game scenario in which each user attempts to reserve the maximum possible bandwidth for its own VP. The cost function for each user is a tradeoff between the cost to the user for each unit of reserved capacity and the call blocking probability, using the Erlang-B loss function for a Poissonian call arrival process. They solve the single resource (single link) problem and show the existence and uniqueness of the Nash Equilibrium Point, and the convergence rates for the Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi iterative schemes. Also for some results they extend to more general topologies.
B. Multiobjective BAVP model
Consider a (virtual) network consisting of N nodes representing ATM switches, and L transmission links connecting the nodes. We try to find an optimal VP bandwidth assignment, which maximises the total expected network throughput, given the network topology; expected OD traffic loads; and link capacities. We seek to provide for "fair" allocations of bandwidth among all VP's (note that different VP's can have different performance objectives). The measure of fairness employed here is based on the concept of Pareto optimality from games theory [38] (also known as efficient, non-inferior and non-dominated optimality) which applies to co-operative game situations (rather than Nash optimality which applies to non co-operative ones, as used for example in [37] ). We define [10] : 
Subject to the constraints 
The first term is expected throughput for bandwidth demand up to assigned bandwidth of U j , and second is for demand above assigned bandwidth of U j . In [29] , we show that expected throughput decreases, as variance of bandwidth demand (derived from normal probability) increases. , we observe a 100% satisfaction, whereas for σ 2 =150 there is only about 80%. Expressed differently, for σ 2 =150 to fully satisfy the demand the assigned bandwidth must be about 300 Mbit/s, whereas for σ 2 =25 150Mbit/s will suffice (i.e. for a mean demand of 150 Mbits/sec with a variance of 25, the assigned bandwidth of 200Mbit/s is overallocated). Above problem belongs to the general class of Multiobjective non-linear constrained optimisation problems. We want to find the set of Pareto optimal solutions, and from this set select the optimum (or preferred) solution. This is defined as any preferred Pareto optimal solution that belongs to the indifference band (a subset of the Pareto optimal set where the improvement of one objective function is equivalent in the mind of the decision maker − to the degradation of another [39] ).
C. Solution approaches
Many methods that generate the set of feasible solutions of multiobjective BAVP [22] , [40] exist. These include:
• The weighted sum (or convex combination) of the objective functions [31] (weighting method, parametric method). For example, Herzberg et al [29] converts the Multiobjective non-linear problem to a single objective LP problem, generating only one solution among the infinitely many.
• The ε-constrained method [24] which can produce the set of non-inferior solutions and (in conjunction with the Surrogate Worth Trade-off (SWT) [24] method) generate the relative trade-offs between the objective functions. Hence, it allows a quantitative comparison of the objective (even non-commensurate) functions (e.g. [10] ).
• Hierarchical Multiobjective analysis that exploits the general concept of decomposition-co-ordination; it provides computational tractability, and possibly decentralisation of computations [24] .
• Game theoretic concepts to deal with conflicting objectives, or introducing fairness into the VP allocations [37] .
• Optimisation methods based on genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies and evolutionary programming. Numerous suggestions for Multiobjective evolutionary computation algorithms exist [41, 42, 43] , but note that theoretical results are still rather limited [44] .
III. METHOD
In this study we investigate the reported strength of GA in conjunction with CCO to gain further insight into the problem of BAVP, focusing on single objective optimisation (using the sums of the objective functions of the individual VP's). Note that an initial investigation of the Multiobjective case was investigated in [10] . The formulations and solutions for the single objective of the sum and of the product of the objective functions were compared with the Multiobjective formulation and solution. It was shown that both sum and product formulations are subsets of the general Multiobjective solution. In the Multiobjective case, equipped with the Pareto optimum set, one can select the "best" solution, in the eyes of a decision maker (for example by using the Surrogate Worth Trade-off function method [38] ).
A. Classical Constrained Optimisation method
The algorithm we use for the comparison is the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method as implemented in the Matlab Optimisation Toolbox [45] . In this method a Quadratic Programming (QP) subproblem is solved at each iteration. An estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrangian is updated at each iteration using the BFGS formula. A line search is performed using a merit function similar to that proposed by Hand and Powell [45, 46] . The QP subproblem is solved using an active set strategy similar to that described in Gill, Murray, and Wright [47] .
B. Genetic programming function optimisation method
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [13] firstly introduced by John Holland in early seventies, are principal "search procedures" based on principles derived from dynamics of natural population genetics. They have been successfully applied to numerous large space problems where no efficient polynomial-time algorithm is known, such as NP-complete. The problems to be solved in GAs should be represented as one-dimensional or multi-dimensional structure, which represent a search point in the search space. This means that the problem should be encoded, that is to find a pattern to represent each solution, called chromosome, as a chain of characters taken in a finite alphabet. The GAs operate on chromosomes grouped into a set called population.
Successive populations are called generations. Each chromosome is evaluated by the fitness function, which reflects its merit and its chances to survive in the next generation. In this study the GA algorithm for Numerical Optimisation for Constraint Problems (GENOCOP) based on the floating point representation is implemented as follows [13] : Genetic operators are applied on 'winners' and a new generation is produced to replace members that died. The genetic operators based on floating point representation of the GENOCOP system, as documented in [13] , are briefly described in Appenix A. step 5. During reproduction, randomly selected genetic operators are applied on random 'winner' chromosomes, one or two each time depending on operator, until all members that died are replaced.
Step 6. Go to step 2 for a predetermined number of generations. For a brief description of GENOCOP operators, see appendix A.
C. Hybrid Scheme
The third algorithm is the hybrid scheme. We investigate a combination of the above methods, which is expected to take advantage of the strength of each algorithm. We have implemented it as follows:
We first run GENOCOP and terminate it when a pre-set termination condition becomes true. We then switch over to CCO algorithm, using the results obtained by GENOCOP as input conditions. The termination condition we have set is e U U n n g g < − −10 , where U stands for Utilisation, g n is the n th generation, g n-10 is the generation 10 steps ago, and e is set equal to 0.5.
IV. CASE STUDIES
We consider in detail two topologies for evaluating the optimisation methods: a 3-node and a 7-node network. We also solve 4-, 5-and 6-node problems, and provide some general observations regarding throughput, time complexity and fairness for all the cases considered. Also in the case of the GA algorithm we provide some observations regarding the selection of the tuning parameters.
A. CASE A: 3-node network, 2 OD pairs, 4 VPs
In [11] , we studied a 3-node network (N=3) with 2 OD pairs, both destined for node 3. Two VP's were established for each OD pair (N p =4, P j =2, j=1,2) as shown in Table 1 . The link capacities were set equal to 100 Mbit/s. The network topology is shown in Figure 2 , and the traffic characteristics (assuming a normally distributed probability function for bandwidth demand) are tabulated in Table 2 . 
Throughput and Convergence Comparison
For both cases (low and high variance), there was exact agreement between CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP algorithms in the assignment of the bandwidth to the VPs The convergence characteristics were also comparable. The convergence of the CCO-BAVP algorithm was within 50 iterations, whereas convergence for GA-BAVP algorithm was achieved within 5 generations. Both algorithms required similar computation time. (see Table  2 ).
B. CASE B. 7-node, 11-links, 42 OD pairs, 84 VPs
In topology B, (Figure 6 ) we study a 7-node network (N=7) with 11 links, 42 OD pairs and 84 defined VP's (Table 3) . Two VP's were established for each OD pair (N p =84, P j =2, j=1,2). Two cases were considered, with one case assigned scarce link capacities (set equal to 480 Mbits/sec) and the other set higher (and hence more relaxed) link capacities (720 Mbit/s). For the scarce link capacities, the OD pairs are shown in Table 3 and the traffic characteristics (assuming a normally distributed probability function for bandwidth demand) are tabulated in Table 2 : Traffic demands and bandwidth allocations for 3-node network (Case A) using CCO-BAVP in comparison to GA-BAVP optimisation techniques. 
Throughput and convergence comparison
For both CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP algorithms, similar findings were obtained. However, the throughput computed by the classical method was slightly higher, by about 3%, than the one computed by the GA-BAVP method for the case of scarce bandwidth (see Table 6 ), and about 001% for the other case (see Table 4 ). Note that since the expected throughput function D(U) peaks at the value of the mean demand function, then the maximum possible total throughput (for plentiful capacity that is not constraining the solution) is equal to the sum of the means of the demands; i.e. in this case it is equal to 3940. For the case of scarce bandwidth CCO achieved a maximum of 2933 and GA 2840 (representing 74.5% and 72% respectively of the optimum total throughput of 3940). For the case of higher (less constraining) bandwidth, CCO achieved a maximum of 3528 and GA 3477 (representing 89.5% and 88.3% of the optimum total throughput of 3940 respectively), i.e. the difference between the two algorithms becomes much smaller as the capacity becomes plentiful.
As for the 4-node case, the GA-BAVP algorithm, for scarce and plentiful capacities, shows quick initial convergence to a value close to the optimal (within 5%), but with very slow progress afterward (see Figure 7) . Although the initial convergence of the CCO-BAVP algorithm was slow, it exhibited faster convergence towards the optimum, with a higher allocation than GA-BAVP, for a similar computational time. 
Fairness Comparison
We define "fairness" as the deviation of assigned capacity from capacity required to give 95% satisfaction of utility function D i (U i ) for each VP i . Observe that GA-BAVP shows less deviation to the satisfaction of the 95% assignment than CCO-BAVP, for almost all OD Pairs. It is worth observing that CCO-BAVP allocates 0 bandwidth in two of the 42 OD Pairs (OD Pairs 6 and 37, see Table 6 ), and greatly overallocates capacity for two other OD Pairs (OD pairs 10 and 33) resulting in unfairness in the first instance and unnecessary waste of a significant amount of bandwidth in the second instance. Also worth noting is the variance of the deviation of assigned capacity from the capacity required to give 95% satisfaction of the utility function: for the CCO-BAVP technique it is equal to 2537 and for the GA-BAVP it is equal to 1881. Clearly, GA-BAVP is "fairer" in the sense of the fairness measure defined. Note that for the case of 720 Mbits/sec link capacity (more plentiful capacity) no obvious advantage in terms of "fairness" was observed by either algorithm.
C. General observations for all cases studied Throughput
In Table 4 we present the results obtained by CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP for a number of topologies ranging from 3 node to 7 node (2 OD pairs to 42 OD pairs) and for different link capacities. These are compared among themselves, as well as with the Optimum Utilisation obtained for infinite link capacities. As shown in Table 4 , there is no clear winner with regard to the maximisation of the throughput. The two algorithms achieve comparable results (within a few % difference from each other), with some topologies and link capacities favoured by the CCO-BAVP and others by GA-BAVP. Also, as the link capacities are increased the utilisation achieved by both algorithms tends toward the optimum. For the case of 4-node topology we also confirmed this trend by increasing the link capacity by a 100 fold (i.e. 12000 Mbits/sec)−the utilisation achieved was within 1.4% from the Optimum Utilisation for both CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP. 
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Time Complexity
We investigated time complexity of CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP algorithms for 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 node network topologies. Ignoring the trivial solution of the 2 OD pairs, Table 5 compares the % increase (over the previous problem formulation solution) of CCO-BAVP and EP-BAVP.
It is clearly demonstrated that as the problem complexity increases, from 12 OD pairs to 42 OD pairs, the time complexity of the GA based algorithm does not increase as fast as the CCO solution. Note that a direct comparison is not feasible as the two algorithms are solved using different computers and languages (Matlab and C handcode).
Hybrid Scheme
The experimental results have shown that GA-BAVP has an initial faster convergence than CCO-BAVP but CCO-BAVP exhibits slightly better solutions than GA-BAVP in the longer term (but less fair). Therefore, we implemented a hybrid scheme aiming to combine both methods, in order to take advantage of both of them and to check whether this combination gives better solutions. The experiments have shown that not only the solution we have obtained is not better than CCO-BAVP's solution, but also the capacity assignments per OD pair are exactly the same as the capacity assignments per OD pair for CCO-BAVP. The advantage this approach has is that it has an initial convergence the same as GA-BAVP and a solution as CCO-BAVP (see Figure 8 ), therefore it exhibits faster solution.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we investigated the problem of bandwidth allocation using two different algorithms, the CCO-BAVP and the GA-BAVP with network topologies ranging from 3-to 7-node (2 to 42 OD pairs, 4 to 84 VPs). We compare their performance with regard to throughput maximisation, time complexity, and fairness:
• For the network topologies considered in this paper, both the CCO-BAVP and GA-BAVP algorithms give satisfactory solutions for throughput maximisation (see Table 4 ). The two algorithms achieve comparable results (within a few % difference from each other), with some topologies and link capacities favoured by the CCO-BAVP and others by GA-BAVP.
• As the problem complexity increases, from 12 OD pairs to 42 OD pairs, the time complexity of the GA based algorithm does not increase as fast as the CCO solution (see Table 5 ). Also, GA-BAVP outperforms CCO-BAVP in the initial convergence period, but after that CCO-BAVP exhibits faster convergence towards optimum. This suggested combining the two. The hybrid methodology exhibited better overall convergence rate but the same solution as CCO-BAVP.
• GA-BAVP exhibits "fairer" allocations of bandwidth, in the sense of the fairness measure defined earlier, than that of CCO-BAVP. It is worth observing that for the case of the 7-node topology (see Figure 8 ) the CCO-BAVP allocates 0 bandwidth in two of the 42 OD Pairs (Table 6) , and greatly overallocates capacity for two other OD Pairs, resulting in unfairness in the first instance and unnecessary waste of a significant amount of bandwidth in the second instance. Based on the above results, the use of GA-BAVP can be justified on the basis of the 'fairer' bandwidths allocated to the competing Virtual Paths, the trends observed regarding the time solution for more complex topologies, and the achieved throughput. Even though the proposed algorithm may be directly applicable to the allocation of bandwidths for small networks, such as Virtual Private Networks, it is highly desirable to extend the network topologies to more real life ones, and to include in future work a complete exploration of their properties, including fairness, implementation issues (including various speedups and parallelisation), as well extension to the Multiobjective optimisation bandwidth allocation problems. The hybrid methodology is another area which could be investigated further, as well as the integration of the bandwidth allocation problem with on line bandwidth prediction of demand patterns and dynamic network configuration. Finally, the adaptation of these models to the Internet (e.g. in the differentiated services model for allocating aggregated bandwidth, in Virtual Private Networks, and networks using MPLS) is highly recommended.
Appendix A
The operators of the GENOCOP algorithm are briefly described here, as documented in [13] . The GENOCOP algorithm is concerned with optimizing a non-linear function R x x f q ∈ ) ,..., ∈D there exists a feasible range
, where other variables i x (i=1,…,k−1,k+1,…,q) remain fixed (the convexity of the search space ensures that linear combinations of solutions yield solutions without needing to check the constraints). The GENOCOP system tries to locate an initial (feasible) solution by sampling the feasible region. Once found (or given if initial search is not successful after a predefined number of steps), the initial population is set with identical copies of such an initial point. Then the GA algorithm is applied, as described in section II.D. Six Genetic Operators are considered which guarantee to keep all chromosomes within the constrained solution space. The first three are unary operators (category of mutation) and the other three are binary operators (various types of crossovers). 
The function ∆(t,y) returns a value in the range [0,y] such that the probability of ∆(t,y) being close to 0 increases as the number of generations t increases. This property causes this operator to search the space uniformly initially and very locally at later stages. Table 6 : Traffic demands and bandwidth allocations for 7-node network (Case B) using CCO-BAVP in comparison to GA-BAVP optimisation techniques for the case of scarce link bandwidth (480 Mbit/s)
